
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Cim200 v2024 R1 Release Notes 
The latest release of Cim200, v2024 R1 is here. 

This release of Cim200 is compatible with Sage 200 Professional v2022 R1 
onwards. This release contains a number of exciting new features, including 

our new Shop Floor Data Capture module, along with bug fixes for issues 
logged since the release of Cim200 v2023 R4. 

 
 

 

 
Release Date: 23rd February 2024 

Add-on Version Number: 2024.00.01.100 



Cim200 SFDC 
Efficiently process Works Orders and capture operation times using our new Shop 
Floor Data Capture module.  

 

 
 

Issue Stock 

Issue component stock to your works orders quickly and efficiently with simple to user 
interfaces. Simply scan or select the works order you want to issue stock to and then scan the 
item, batch or serial number barcode and confirm the quantity you want to issue. 
 

Process Operations and Capture Labour Time  

View job cards digitally and process operations through to completion, capturing the time 
taken at each stage accurately along with issuing associated operation components as you 
progress. 
 

Complete Works Orders 

Once the job is complete, book your finished items into stock with the speed and efficiency you 
would expect from a Shop Floor Data Capture system. 
 

Device Agnostic 

The Cim200 SFDC module runs on any Wi-Fi enabled device with a modern internet browser 
and can use either a traditional barcode scanner or a camera in a mobile phone or tablet to 
scan barcodes. 

 
Datalinx SFDC 

Cim200 remains compatible with Datalinx’s WHM Shop Floor Data Capture module. 
Customers who already use Datalinx’s Warehouse Management system, or new customers 
who have a requirement for more advanced Warehouse Management alongside the SFDC 



functionality are recommended to utilise Datalinx’s SFDC module for a fully integrated 
solution.  

 

Cim200 Scheduler Ad-hoc Bookings 
Incorporate employee holiday and planned machine maintenance into your production 
scheduling.  
 

 
 
The improvements added to this release of the Cim200 Scheduler enable you to create 
custom ad-hoc booking codes to suit your own requirements. Bookings can then be 
made using those codes and assigned to a resource for any date and time period, with 
available capacity visible within the Scheduler being impacted accordingly. 
 

Cim200 Performance Improvements 
There have been a number of performance improvements made in this release of 
Cim200, particularly in relation to the time MRP takes to run, which is significantly 
improved, along with other performance improvements in Works Order screen 
loading/processing times. 

 
 
 
 
 



Minor Changes 
Cim200 v2024 R1 includes the following minor changes/improvements 

Module Change Notes 
Commercials Added the ability to copy an existing Bill of Material or previously quoted 

item when configuring a new Quotation item. 
Scheduler Added a number of UI improvements to make the Scheduler easier to use. 

Notable items include quick search functionality, the ability to hide unused 
resources, filtering improvement, additional information displayed in job 
detail panel, and the ability to change the scheduler date range more 
easily. 

Stock Control Added the ability to define a default warehouse to use when accessing the 
Stock Profile screen. 

Stock Control Added further columns to the Cim200 Stock list view. 
Planning Actioned MRP Recommendations will be highlighted in green to make it 

easier to see what has/has not been actioned in the recommendations list 
view. 

Works Orders Added further columns to the Cim200 Works Order list view. 
Works Orders Added functionality to automatically Cost Works Order Linked to Projects 

on Saving Changes. 
Works Orders Added the ability to raise all sub-assembly works orders regardless of 

shortage status. 
Works Orders Added role permissions to the timesheet approval process, enabling only 

certain authorised users to approve timesheets. 
Works Orders Ability to select all serial numbers when allocating or issuing serial 

numbered items to a works order. 
Works Orders Added the ability to hide completed operations from the Work To list 

whilst the Works Order is still outstanding. 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bug Fixes 
Cim200 v2024 R1 resolves the following bugs/issues reported. 

Module Change Notes 
Planning Resolved an issue where the MRP Tags screen can throw an unhandled 

exception error when closing in certain circumstances. 
Planning Resolved an issue where MRP ‘Cancel’ recommendations were not being 

created for Purchase Orders in certain circumstances. 
Planning Resolved an issue where combining MRP Recommendations could result 

in the wrong recommended order quantity in certain circumstances. 
Stock Control Resolved an issue where Works Order Reverse Issue transactions were 

being grouped as a Goods Out Transaction rather than Goods In. 
Works Orders Resolved an issue where machine costs would not be posted to works 

orders via timesheets in certain circumstances. 
Works Orders Resolved an issue where Works Order archiving would archive all works 

orders with the appropriate status, regardless of date selected. 
 


